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• Unhealthy SNAP = 9.3 + 6.9 + 3.4 + ½*2.8 + 2.1 = 23.1% 

o (Our result = 20.3%)

• Unhealthy Non-SNAP = 7.1 + 6.4 + 3.1 + ½*3.0 + 2.2 = 20.3%

• Fruit/Veg SNAP = 7.2 + 4.7 = 11.9%

o (Our result = 12.8%)

• Fruit/Veg Non-SNAP = 9.1 + 7.2 = 16.3%

USDA Findings

•SNAP consume higher percentage of 
unhealthy foods driven by sweetened 
beverages compared to Non-SNAP 

•SNAP consume lower percentage of 
fruits and vegetables compared to 
Non-SNAP

•Our results for SNAP are similar in 
percentage terms

•Slightly higher fruit/vegetable, slightly 
lower unhealthy 

Results in Brief

• Fruit & Vegetable spending = 1.9X Sweetened Beverage spending

• Unhealthy spending = 1.6X Fruit & Vegetable spending

• Fruit & Vegetable spending mostly fresh (nearly 70%)

• Sweetened Beverage spending is largest portion of unhealthy spending

Analysis of SNAP/EBT Market Match Program

Electronic payment system

• Began in 2012 (June – September)

o Swipe EBT card

o $1 token for $1 charged to card (2012-14)

o Swipe credit/debit card

o $1 token for $1 charged to card (2012-17)

• Market match introduced in 2015 for SNAP participants

o Market match, $1 bonus for each $1 (2015-17)

o Max $10 weekly match ($40 monthly)

o $5 = $10     $10 = $20     $15 = $25     $20 = $30
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How do these 
results compare with      
USDA study report?

Please continue to our final poster titled, SNAP, WIC, Low-Income Families, Fruits & Vegetables and Food Security: An Investigation of 

Food Purchasing Behaviors III, where we will next undertake an examination of fruit and vegetable benefit usage rates among Women, 
Infants and Children (WIC) program participants.

Electronic Payment at Farmers Market (SNAP/EBT Market Match)

Recap in Brief

•Growth in electronic payment use at farmers market

o SNAP/EBT and credit/debit

•SNAP/EBT more visits than credit/debit on average 

•SNAP/EBT spend less than credit/debit on average

•SNAP/EBT spend more than just match on average

o Declining

•414 SNAP/EBT patrons in 2016

o 8% of SNAP households

•Decrease in reported food insecurity 2016 

o 64% to 42%

Average Number of Visits in a SeasonAverage Number of Dollars Spent per Trip

“This is really amazing. I will finally have access to a lot of produce and other foods that were previously unaffordable to me. I’m very 
grateful.“

“Oh my goodness, I was thrilled! I couldn’t believe, I mean, this is a wonderful enough program as is, for those of us who live on a fixed 
income, but to get the extra (tokens) every week is just a tremendous bonus because there is just so much out here.”

“Everything is fresh, home grown and healthier. I think this is so wonderful to be able to use my QUEST card at the farmers’ market!”


